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This wine comes from a vineyard of about 80 years old with a small return. It explains 
that this wine is produced only in 1200 bottles a year. Also, when the quality is not there, 
we prefer to not create it. We harvest the grape with an optimal maturity and manually 
to make a very selective sorting. 

› PRESENTATION 
The NOBLE REVELATION is a vintage of exception. It explains that certain vintage wines cannot be 
realized. Grapes must be high-quality. 
 
› SITUATION 
The grapes are harvested in the municipality of COURTHEZON (Vaucluse-France) at 161 chemin DE 

PANISSE. 
 
› THE SOIL 
The soil is siliceous with various clays accompanied with round cobblestone. The location, that is a 
little bit high, allows the MISTRAL (wind) to aerate the vines and so to avoid the diseases.  

 
› IN TH VINEYARD 
It is as an old lady, it is necessary to bring her some attention to reveals us the best. We are doing 
Gobelet punning. We proceed, in spite of the small return, to a light disbudding in spring and a very 
brief leaf removal to allow the sun to ruffle the clusters 

 
› VINIFICATION 
The wine making is traditional. As we are waiting the top of maturity for the grape, we pay a particular 
attention to the temperature control. Sometimes we use selected yeasts but not always. It depends on 
the degree alcohol and of the year. 

 
›BREEDING 
1 the year or more according to vintage wine. 100 %barriques Burgundian from 3 to 5 wines.  

 
› THE GRAPES VARIETIES 
Grenache : 80%, Syrah : 20% 

 
› BOOTLING 
We are our own implementer in bottle. Rigorous on the conditions of hygiene, temperature as well as 
on the quality of the bouchonnage, we preferred this solution which allows us to have a total control 
over our stakes and so to guarantee a good ageing  

 
› DEGUSTATION 
The depth of its colour is due to Syrah grape variety. Then, the nose is a bouquet of ripe fruits, in 
mouth it has some brightness then the power comes, to finish with spices softness’s. A wine to enjoy 
and savour 

 
› SERVE 
18°C. 

 
› WINE PAIRINGS 
This wine is great with red meat and chocolate!!! 
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